Abstract-Wireless mesh networking (WMN) is regarded as a low-cost technology for rapid wireless network deployment. However, in a single-channel WMN, the overlapped transmission ranges between relaying mesh points could introduce serious interference. Using multiple radios over multiple channels can decrease the interference and improve the capacity of a WMN, but it increases the cost of a mesh point. One possible solution to balance between interference, hence performance, and cost is utilizing fewer radios that switch among multiple channels instead of using per-channel radios. In this paper, we propose a channel-switching method, called the traffic-aware switching scheme (TRASS), for a mesh point with a limited number of radios. TRASS utilizes the existing IEEE 802.11 mechanisms, i.e., hybrid-coordinationfunction-controlled channel access and power saving, to avoid packet loss during channel switching. A TRASS mesh point monitors the occupied channel time to schedule radios that switch among channels. The implemented TRASS demonstrates 75% throughput improvement by (2, 1), i.e., two-channel single-radio, over (1, 1). (3, 2) and (3, 1) achieve 69.8% and 39.7%, respectively, of the throughput of (3, 3) in the simulated TRASS.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NFRASTRUCTURE-BASED wireless local area networks (WLANs) extend their coverage by deploying a high density of access points (APs). With IEEE 802.11 [1] , APs interconnect with each other through cables and switches. Stations (STAs) access the Internet through an AP. However, deploying a large number of APs that are interconnected through a wired infrastructure requires high cost and loses flexibility in deployment. Another low-cost solution is wireless mesh networking (WMN), where part of the wired infrastructure is replaced by wireless relay between APs. IEEE 802.11s [2] is an extension of IEEE 802.11 for mesh networking. It specifies a framework using the IEEE 802.11 Media Access Control/physical (MAC/PHY) layers to support data delivery over self-configuring multihop topologies. In IEEE 802.11s, mesh points (MPs) interconnect with each other through wireless links and forward packets hop by hop by covering each other within their transmission ranges. In Fig. 1 , using a WMN to suffice a service range causes a larger overlapped transmission area than using infrastructure-based WLANs. In a single-channel WMN, the overlapped areas may cause cochannel interference and degrade the performance of the WMN.
To avoid the interference among wireless devices, one intuitive approach is using radios that operate in different channels among neighboring devices. Nevertheless, the more the number of radios a device has, the higher the hardware cost and power consumption that it suffers. One possible solution for a low-cost device is utilizing fewer radios that switch among channels. When a device has fewer radios, packet loss might occur in unattended channels. In a WMN, dropping packets that are forwarded through a long path wastes all consumed resources. Moreover, Internet-bound packets in a WMN aggregate toward mesh point portals (MPPs), which bridge wired networks. Thus, traffic distributions in a WMN are nonuniform. Monotonous channel switching, which does not adapt to different traffic loads of channels, might result in underutilization of radios. Therefore, the objectives of channel switching are to avoid packet loss and maximize the utilization of radios.
A number of studies investigated multichannel MAC protocols that utilize multiple radios, e.g., N radios [3] - [6] , [7] - [10] , or a single radio [11] - [15] for multiple channels, e.g., M channels. A summary of the previous works is shown in Table I . The protocols proposed in [3] - [6] enable wireless devices to use M radios to transmit data over M channels and provide policies to select feasible channels. To reduce the required number of 0018-9545/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE radios, [7] - [10] fix a radio in a predetermined channel for synchronization or reception and switch the other radios to transmit data. However, the approaches cannot be applied to singleradio devices, and the aforementioned fixed radio is usually underutilized. The single-radio studies [11] - [15] assume global timer synchronization among devices. Radios could switch to a predetermined channel at a specific time. Unfortunately, global timer synchronization in a WMN is difficult to achieve due to the unpredictable propagation delay of synchronization messages.
So and Vaidya [16] suggested a signaling protocol that coordinates the channel switching of devices without global timer synchronization. Wu et al. [17] further proposed a treebased signaling protocol for synchronization. However, they focused on routing issues without considering channel-switching algorithms. Xu et al. [18] discussed asynchronous spectral multiplexing and the weighted round-robin (RR) scheme that considers slot duration. Nevertheless, they did not provide a concrete switching algorithm. The MultiNet adaptive scheme (MNAS) [19] suggested a switching algorithm based on the weighted RR with a fixed cycle. Although MNAS proposed a concrete method of channel switching, a fixed cycle that is ignorant of variant traffic loads in a WMN results in underutilization of radios, and its RR cannot select channels to maximize radio utilization.
This paper presents a practical approach for utilizing fewer radios to switch among channels in a WMN. The proposed method, called the traffic-aware switching scheme (TRASS), utilizes the existing IEEE 802.11 mechanisms to avoid packet loss and exercises a traffic-aware channel-switching algorithm to raise the utilization of radios. TRASS is a distributed channel-switching approach compatible with the legacy IEEE 802.11 devices and does not require global timer synchronization. We realize TRASS on a WLAN mesh test bed and evaluate its performance through both experiments and simulations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces IEEE 802.11 and 802.11s. Section III gives the problem statements of channel switching. The architecture, switching algorithm, and system design of TRASS are presented in Sections IV-VI, respectively. The performance evaluation of switching algorithms is discussed in Section VII. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND
This section introduces the IEEE 802.11 and the architecture of the IEEE 802.11s WMN. In a WMN, multiple radios or channel switching is needed to reduce cochannel interference as well as retain connectivity. When channel switching is applied, a mesh AP needs notification mechanisms to avoid packet loss. The adopted notification mechanisms in the IEEE 802.11 standard are also described.
A. IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.11s
IEEE 802.11 is a wireless communication technique that uses three nonoverlapping channels applied in the 2.4-GHz band, whereas eight nonoverlapping channels are applied in the 5-GHz band. Devices in the same channel might introduce cochannel interference. Cochannel interference results in collisions of frames and wastes available time of the medium. In single-channel WLANs, neighboring devices in the same channel might block one another and decrease throughput. Therefore, separating APs into different channels may decrease cochannel interference. However, in nonoverlapping channels, an 802.11-based multiradio device suffers board crosstalk, radiation leakage, and adjacent channel interference [5] , [32] , [33] . These problems are hardware dependent [5] and can be alleviated by utilizing hardware and radio frequency (RF) techniques such as shielding, bandpass filters, and antenna separation by distances or orientations [32] , [33] . Nachtigall et al. [32] demonstrated that two radios that are separated 80 cm from each other and operate in channels 1 and 6, respectively, become noninterfering under the 2.4-GHz/ orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) configuration. According to previous studies, an MP still can benefit from operating more than one radio in the same spectrum if hardware and RF could carefully be designed to eliminate the interference.
IEEE 802.11s defines mesh networking using the IEEE 802.11 MAC/PHY layers that support layer-two path selection protocols and data forwarding over the multihop transmissions. Fig. 2 also plays the role of an AP is called a mesh access point (MAP). Mostly, a user accesses the Internet through the WMN with a mobile STA associated with an MAP. The MAP forwards data from MPs to the MPP hop by hop. In a single-channel WMN, transmissions in a neighborhood may interfere with one another. Taking Fig. 2 as an example, the transmission between the STA and the MAP occupies the channel and potentially blocks the transmissions between the MP and the MPPs. Different from infrastructure-based WLANs, separating MAPs into different channels to reduce cochannel interference may result in the loss of connectivity. Therefore, utilizing multiple channels in a WMN needs to reduce cochannel interference and also retain connectivity.
B. Power-Saving Mechanism
The power-saving mechanism aims at reducing power consumption under low traffic loads. An MP enters its powersaving mode (PSM) after sending a beacon [1] , [2] , with the power management bit set to its neighboring MPs. Then, the neighboring MPs buffer the data bound for the MP and announce that step by the traffic indication map (TIM) element [1] , [2] , which is a bitmap that indicates if the buffered data exist. An MP should wake up at the beginning of each beacon interval and check the TIM element. If the buffered data exist, the MP might retrieve the buffered data by the PS-Poll [1], [2] and then return to its PSM. When an MP decides to wake up, it leaves its PSM and sends a beacon, with the power management bit reset to its neighboring MPs. Next, the MP waits for the neighboring MPs to transmit the buffered data to it. In infrastructure-based WLANs, an STA follows similar operations to handle the power-saving mechanism. Note that the standard prohibits an AP to enter its PSM.
C. HCCA
IEEE 802.11 provides the following two medium access coordination functions: 1) the distributed coordination function (DCF) [1] and 2) the point coordination function (PCF) [1] . The DCF is a contention-based medium access mechanism. On the other hand, the PCF is a contention-free (CF) medium access mechanism. A point coordinator that resides in an AP manages a centralized access control method. The PCF has been extended to the hybrid-coordination-function-controlled channel access (HCCA) mechanism [23] for providing the qualityof-service (QoS) accesses in WLANs. HCCA interleaves the contention-free period (CFP) [1] , [23] and the contention period (CP) [1] , [23] to control medium access. An AP enters the CFP by sending its beacon, including the CF parameter set [1] , [23] , which carries the correlative information of the CFP. All the STAs under the AP coverage transmit data after the AP polls them. The AP issues a CF-End [1] , [23] to announce that the CFP is over. Then, the STAs return to the CP and contend with the medium for transmissions.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Problems With Channel Switching
Coordination between switch points can improve the performance of a WMN. However, coordination between all switch points through message passing may introduce overheads, particularly considering long latency of message passing in a WMN. On the other hand, accurate coordination between switch points through global timer synchronization is difficult to achieve in a WMN. Our initial goal is to utilize multiple channels without introducing any new coordination protocol so that we can perform the channel switching based on the existing mechanisms. Therefore, we focus on allocating the radios of an MP to handle the traffic loads of channels by channel switching. Nevertheless, channel switching might cause collisions and packet loss during packet exchanges between MPs. These problems, which have been found by previous works, are illustrated shown in Fig. 3 .
The first problem is called the multichannel hidden terminal [11] . In Fig. 3(a) , MP 3 uses the request to send/clear to send (RTS/CTS) mechanism [1] to protect its transmission against collisions. However, MP 1 loses the CTS frame in Ch i and does not update its NAV [1] , which indicates how long the transmission occupies the medium. Then, a collision occurs when MP 1 returns and transmits its RTS in Ch i . The second problem is called deafness [24] , [25] . In Fig. 3(b) , MP 1 and MP 2 stay in different channels but try to transmit packets to each other. Packet loss happens, because the receiver cannot receive the transmitted packets. The third problem is that traffic loads between MPs are nonuniform. In Fig. 3(c) , MP 1 intends to transmit a large amount of data to MP 2 in Ch i , whereas MP 3 has little traffic for MP 2 in Ch j . MP 2 switches between the channels by RR with a fixed staying period. RR, which monotonously switches the radio to Ch j , causes underutilization of the radio due to the little traffic. On the other hand, a short staying period incurs high switching overhead, whereas a long staying period might result in a long idle time. To improve radio utilization, a channel-switching algorithm should select the next channel and determine an appropriate staying period according to traffic loads. 
B. Problem Formulation
One formal statement of channel switching is given as follows. An MP that is applied in channel switching is called a switch point. Suppose that a switch point has N radios and stays in M channels, where M is larger than N . Fig. 4 shows the variables used by the channel-switching algorithm described in Section V.
For all 
over the mean data rate. T Buffered (i, j) is the amount of data buffered by the switch point at the end of T Lef t (i, j).
Channel switching allocates the radio resources for traffic loads on channels. Inappropriate switching may result in idle time in the channels with little traffic and buffer overflow in the channels with heavy traffic. Idle channel time wastes available channel resources and decreases the radio utilization of a switch point. Low radio utilization decreases the throughput and potentially increases the buffer overflow. Therefore, the proposed switching algorithm intends to increase the radio utilization and decrease the idle channel time during each round. In other words, TRASS aims at raising
IV. TRAFFIC-AWARE SWITCHING SCHEME ARCHITECTURE AND MECHANISMS
A. Overview
The proposed TRASS is a distributed approach applied to each MP. MPs need no global timer synchronization, and their switching behaviors are also unsynchronized. TRASS includes two notification mechanisms to avoid packet loss and a channelswitching algorithm to decide which channel to switch to and how long it will stay according to the traffic loads. Fig. 5 illustrates the flow chart of TRASS for each free radio. A neighbor of a switch point denotes a wireless device which has built a wireless link with the switch point. Initially, TRASS selects a channel for each free radio in which to stay, respectively. Then, TRASS estimates a staying period according to the historical traffic information of the selected channel.
If the selected channel is the same as the current one, the switch point keeps transmitting and receiving data in the channel. Otherwise, the switch point utilizes the notification mechanisms specified in the IEEE 802.11 standards to avoid the deafness problem. According to whether the switch point plays as an AP in each channel, different mechanisms, as will later be described, are applied to notify its neighbors of its leaving. After switching to the new channel, the switch point waits until the channel is free to avoid the multichannel hiddenterminal problem. Then, the switch point utilizes the notification mechanisms, which will also described later, to announce its return. However, a neighbor applied channel switching might not stay in the current channel. Thus, the switch point verifies the activeness of the neighbors by sending probing messages before transmitting data. As the staying period ends, TRASS repeats the process for the freed radio.
B. Notification Mechanisms: Power Saving and HCCA
TRASS utilizes the existing IEEE 802.11 standards as notification mechanisms to avoid packet loss. The suitable mechanisms can notify the neighbors not to transmit data to the switch point. One way is that the switch point occupies the medium during channel switching. The mesh deterministic access (MDA) in IEEE 802.11s and the CTS-to-self protection mechanisms in IEEE 802.11b/g/n [20] - [22] belong to this category. However, these mechanisms waste the available channel time due to the occupancy of the channel without transmitting data. Thus, a more efficient way is that a switch point passes a message to a group of neighbors that may transmit data to it.
TRASS adopts HCCA and the power-saving mechanism from the WLAN standards [1] , [2] , [23] for compatibility with other non-TRASS devices. When the switch point acts as an MP or a STA, it applies the power-saving mechanism. However, an AP cannot enter its PSM. The switch point applies HCCA when it acts as an AP. Before leaving the old channel, the switch point enters its PSM or the CFP to demand its neighbors to buffer data for it. After arriving at the new channel, the switch point leaves its PSM or the CFP to notify the neighbors of its return. Then, the switch point retrieves the buffered data following the current MAC protocol. Moreover, TRASS may benefit by the further extended MAC protocols. For instance, IEEE 802.11e [23] can provide the QoS and assign the priorities to frames.
Avoiding the Deafness and Multichannel Hidden-Terminal Problems: Even applying the notification mechanisms, the deafness problem might still happen, because switch points are not synchronized. For example, a neighbor to which channel switching is also applied leaves the channel when the switch point stays in the other channel. The switch point is unaware of the notification messages announced by that neighbor. After the switch point returns, its transmission causes the deafness problem, because the neighbor has gone. To avoid the deafness problem, switch points need to verify whether the receivers stay in the current channel before transmitting data. A switch point may passively receive frames such as beacons from the neighbors or actively send probing messages such as probe requests [1] or null data [1] . However, switch points still might not meet each other due to their mismatching switching sequences. Therefore, the proposed algorithm takes that condition into consideration to decrease the probability of the mismatch. According to the simulations and the experiments on our test bed, the deafness problem rarely happens in TRASS.
To avoid the multichannel hidden terminal, switch points need to verify whether the new channel is occupied before transmitting data. A switching point can contend the medium after it hears a complete frame that contains the NAV or when the longest duration of a transmission has passed. The longest duration of a transmission is 32767 μs, which is defined in IEEE 802.11. Although the wait time wastes radio resources, it normally occurs under low traffic loads and could be acceptable. For heavy traffic load, we next measure the overhead of the wait time.
The overhead for resolving these two problems needs to be assessed. A switch point broadcasts a probe request, and each device in the transmission range may respond a probe response to the switch point. The time to process probe requests and probe responses at a switch point is related to several factors such as the number of devices in the transmission range. Moreover, the wait time to avoid the multichannel hidden terminal under heavy traffic loads varies according to traffic patterns. We measured the statistical overhead on a test bed. The measured overhead is about 2.5 ms under saturated traffic loads. The optimal switching interval measured in our experiments under saturated traffic loads is around 240 ms. In short, the overhead for solving these two problems costs about 2% of available channel time.
The operations of the notification mechanisms are illustrated by the following example. Fig. 6 shows the time series of the scenario that one radio switches between two channels. The MAP is a switch point and acts like an MAP. The MAP issues a beacon frame with the CF parameter set to announce the CFP before it leaves Ch i . After switching to Ch j , it waits to assure that Ch j is available and then announces its return by sending its beacon with the power management bit reset. Now, the MP could transmit data to the MAP if the MP has queued up data for the MAP. If the MAP intends to transmit data to the MP whose activeness has not been confirmed, the MAP first issues a probe request to explore the MP. When the staying duration is over, the radio returns to Ch i after the MAP sends its beacon with the power management bit set. The MAP announces its return by a CF-End to resume the CP after waiting to assure that Ch i is not occupied by the others not in the BSS.
V. TRAFFIC-AWARE SWITCHING SCHEME ALGORITHM Routing paths and traffic patterns determine the traffic load distributions seen by each switch point. In a WMN, the routing is relatively stable, and the timescale of routing path changes is usually much larger than that of channel switching. For example, the lifetime of a routing path in our test bed is between 60 Fig. 6 . One radio that switches between two channels. and 500 s, whereas the channel-switching procedure frequently occurs every 100 ms. Thus, the routing protocol and the channel switching can be regarded as being loosely coupled, and they are separately handled in this paper. We assume that the routing has been determined by other protocols, and we concentrate on channel-switching and resource allocation issues.
To deal with nonuniform traffic loads of channels, the channels with higher traffic loads should acquire more resources at the switch point to raise the utilization of radios. One general strategy is either prioritizing the selection of channels with a fixed staying period or in a RR basis with variable staying periods. However, an unsuitable staying period might incur a high switching overhead or underutilization. RR scheduling might waste time on the channels that carry little traffic and cannot serve the channels that carry heavy traffic in time.
TRASS considers both prioritized channel selection and variable staying periods and divides the channel-switching procedure into two phases. The first phase selects in which channel to stay based on the radio utilization in each channel. The radio utilization represents the percentage of time that the switch point spends in transmitting and receiving data during the staying period in a channel. TRASS selects the channel with the highest radio utilization. On the other hand, because of the medium access control overheads [26] - [28] , the channel resources cannot be fully utilized. Thus, the second phase estimates the duration of stay in the selected channel according to the target channel utilization, which indicates the percentage of time available to transmit data. The traffic loads of neighboring devices are also considered, because the switch point shares the channel resources with them. TRASS considers short staying periods when a switch point does not have much traffic to handle. In this situation, short staying periods that introduce channel-switching overheads become acceptable. On the other hand, TRASS allocates long staying periods to the channels so that switching overheads can be reduced when the MP has a heavy traffic workload.
A. Channel Selection
For a radio, TRASS selects the next channel according to the radio utilization of each channel during its previous staying periods. Selecting a channel with low radio utilization causes the switch point to be idle in the channel and potentially results in buffer overflow in other channels with high radio utilization. Thus, TRASS selects the channel with the highest radio utilization. The traffic loads of the channels with lower radio utilization would be accumulated when the switch point relieves the traffic loads of the channel with the highest radio utilization. In summary, TRASS could increase the radio utilization of the channels with low traffic loads and avoid the buffer overflow in the channels with high traffic loads. A comparison with the weighted RR proposed in [19] is given in Section VII.
Extended Radio Utilization: In wireless communications, the radio utilization is evaluated by the occupied channel time rather than the amount of data, because the transmission rates are variable. For example, transmitting data of 594 B spends 54 μs at 11 Mb/s or 11 μs at 54 Mb/s. Thus, TRASS defines the radio utilization during the (j − 1)th round of Ch i as T Self (i, j − 1)/T Stay In (i, j − 1). To adapt the algorithm to various traffic patterns, historical information is taken into account. TRASS uses the weighted moving average of radio utilization, i.e.,
where α i,j−1 is a parameter that indicates the weight of the (j − 1)th round of Ch i . The zeroth round of Ch i is defined as the initial historical information. TRASS assumes that the zeroth round can achieve the target channel utilization, and it can fully be utilized by the switch point. This design gives new channels opportunities to be selected in the initial stage. Nevertheless, a busy channel might always be selected and starve the other channels following the aforementioned equation. To avoid the starvation, an aging mechanism based on the duration in state Lef t is applied. The equation of the "extended" radio utilization of Ch i is
where β i,j denotes the maximum tolerable duration in state Lef t during the jth round of Ch i . When T Lef t (i, j) exceeds β i,j , the value of (1) becomes greater than 1, and then, TRASS selects Ch i as the next channel in which to stay. For switch points that do not meet each other for a long time, this mechanism also increases their opportunities. β i,j affects the total switching overhead, whereas α i,j affects the prediction of traffic loads. In this paper, α i,j and β i,j are determined according to the experiments on the test bed.
B. Channel Time Allocation
Target Channel Utilization: After Ch i is selected, TRASS estimates a suitable staying period for Ch i to deal with the traffic load of the switch point. Because the switch point shares the channel resource with the others in Ch i , the occupied channel time of both the switch point and the others are taken into account. To fully utilize the available channel time, TRASS estimates the staying period that could achieve the target channel utilization, U , i.e.,
In this paper, U is regarded as a constant and is measured as 46.91% on the test bed. To solve T Stay In (i, j), we have to estimate T Self (i, j) and T Others (i, j) above all.
Estimating T Self (i, j) and T Others (i, j): T Others (i, j)/ T Stay In (i, j) may change according to different traffic load distributions. To adapt to various traffic load distributions, TRASS uses the weighted moving average of T Others
where γ i,j−1 is a parameter that indicates the weight of the (j − 1)th round of Ch i . To simplify the representation, the weighted moving average is represented as T *
. Then, the estimated T Others (i, j) by the moving average is
T Self (i, j) includes the occupied channel time for the buffered data by the switch point and its neighbors. We give the assumption that the buffered data of the neighbors proportionally grows with T Lef t (i, j), because the neighbors accumulate the data for the switch point during the period in state Lef t. Based on the assumption, T Self (i, j) is approximated as
by proportionally adjusting T Self (i, j − 1) based on the duration in state Lef t of the (j − 1)th and jth rounds. On the other hand, the exact amount of the buffered data by the switch point is known at the end of T Lef t (i, j). We assume that the contributed occupied channel time by the buffered data is in proportion to the transmitted or received data. Based on the assumption, we estimate T Self (i, j) as
i.e., enlarging the estimated occupied channel time by the total amount of data over the transmitted and received data during the (j − 1)th round. When no datum is transmitted and received during the (j − 1)th round, TRASS sets D Done (1, j − 1) as the size of the frames used by the notification mechanisms.
The only unknown variable now is T Stay In (i, j) in (2) and (4). We could get T Stay In (i, j) by substituting the estimated T Self (i, j) and T Others (i, j) in (5) and (4), respectively, into (2) . Then, T Stay In (i, j) is
, otherwise (6) where T Self (i, j) is not expanded to simplify the representation. MinT ime denotes the duration required by the notification mechanisms for transmitting data. The special case in (6) is that it is very congested to achieve the target channel utilization, because T * Others (i, j − 1) causes the overloading of Ch i . In that case, TRASS can never reach U by adjusting the length of the staying period. Then, the staying period is given as the last staying period until overloading is relieved.
C. Example of the TRASS Algorithm
The scenario in Fig. 7 is an example of explaining the operation of the TRASS algorithm.
There are two channels that share one radio. Suppose that U = 0.9, α 1,j = α 2,j = 1, β 1,j = β 2,j = 100, and γ 1,j = γ 2,j = 1 for all j ≥ 0 and that there are no buffered data for each channel. TRASS is now run at the time marked by the solid line. TRASS first selects a channel according to (1) . Because the extended radio utilization of Ch 1 and Ch 2 is 4/20 + 12/100 = 0.32 and 2/12 + 0/100 = 0.167, respectively, Ch 1 is selected. Then, estimating T Self (1, j) by (5) 
VI. IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed notification mechanisms and the channelswitching algorithm are implemented on our WLAN mesh test bed based on a commercial-off-the-shelf WLAN chipset: Realtek RTL8186 [29] . The WLAN mesh solution that conforms to the IEEE 802.11s draft revision 2.03 was developed and investigated in [30] . The architecture of RTL8186 and the implementation of TRASS are shown in Fig. 8 . There are some daemon programs in the user space and a kernel-level bridge module with interfaces to infrastructure-based WLANs and WMN. The function that supports multichannel transmissions is developed on the data path of the WLAN driver. Because an MP in WMN is responsible for forwarding frames among different channels, such frames must be intercepted on the data path and buffered until the neighbors return to the corresponding channels. To achieve transparent interception and multichannel transmissions, the transmission procedure (TX) and the reception procedure (RX) are divided into two stages. The first-stage TX/RX is responsible for capturing the requests from either the upper layer or the hardware. On the other hand, the second-stage TX/RX is responsible for dealing with the operations such as encapsulating data to transmit and deencapsulating frames to extract data. To intercept frames without influencing the original data path, the module of the multichannel transmissions lies between the first-and secondstage TX/RX. This module includes a virtual-radio interface, which hides the hardware constraints, and a channel queue for each channel to realize the multichannel transmissions. The frames that pass the first-stage TX to the virtual radio of an unattended channel are queued up at the corresponding channel queue. The frames are later handled by physical radios when the corresponding channel is selected by TRASS.
TRASS is completely implemented in the Linux kernel for efficiency. In Fig. 8 , the notification mechanisms are embedded in the WLAN driver, because it reuses original functions offered by the IEEE 802.11 MAC/PHY layers, including the power saving and HCCA. On the other hand, the channelswitching algorithm and the channel queues are implemented as separate modules. The channel-switching algorithm is implemented as a timer handler: sw_timer. When a staying period expires, a timer triggers the switching algorithm and performs channel switching. The frames of the selected channel are passed to the entry of the second-stage TX, whereas the frames of the other channels are buffered until these channels are again selected.
VII. EVALUATION
This section investigates the performance of TRASS. The evaluation of the two-channel one-radio configuration (2, 1) is measured on the test bed. The result is compared with (1, 1),  (2, 2) , and the optimal throughput. The throughput of the more generic (M, N ) is evaluated through simulations over the topology extended from the test bed and the large-scale topologies. Finally, the channel-switching algorithms, including MNAS [19] , are compared.
A. Evaluation Environment
This experiment examines the throughput enhancement by applying the proposed approach on our WLAN mesh test bed. NetIQ Chariot [31] is used to measure the throughput. The experimental topology with an MPP that interconnects two transmission paths is shown in Fig. 9 .
To examine the maximal throughput, the two endpoints generate best effort UDP data streams to the Chariot console through two-hop paths. (1, 1), (2, 1), and (2, 2), as shown in Fig. 9 , are measured and evaluated. In (1, 1) , the MPP is equipped with one radio, and the two paths are assigned in Ch 1 . In (2, 2), the MPP is equipped with two radios, and the two paths are assigned in Ch 1 and Ch 2 , respectively. Because the WLAN chipset, RTL8186, supports only one radio, the switch point utilizes two RTL8186 chipsets to emulate (2, 2). In (2, 1), channel switching is applied to the MPP equipped with one radio to deal with the two paths, which are assigned in Ch 1 and Ch 2 , respectively.
To have more large-scale comparisons, the throughput of the WMN under larger (M, N ) is evaluated by a simulator written in the C language. Two different topologies of the simulations are investigated. One of these topologies is extended from the test bed. The MPP utilizes N radios to handle M two-hop paths in M channels to examine the improvement of multiple radios. The other topology is randomly deployed to examine the throughput enhancement over a large-scale WMN. To obtain realistic simulation results, the system parameters of RTL8186 are used in the test bed and simulations. The parameter values in the simulations are summarized in Table II. All the MAC parameters are measured in a shielding box. The channel-switching overhead is 6 ms, which is the spent time of the channel-switching function in the driver. The packet loss probability is around 4% on the average. The transmission range, which is assumed to be the same as the interference range, is measured as around 160 m in practice. The target channel utilization measured in noninterfered environments is 46.91%. α i,j is set to 0.5 to refer to both the last round and historical information. β i,j is determined as 1000 ms based on the experimental results measured at the maximum throughput. γ i,j is set to 1, because the background traffic load is controlled as a fixed value in our experiments. Furthermore, the deployment area refers to the features of the campus. The simulations assume that the deployed number of MPs is 256, and 25% of these MPs play the role of MPP to bridge the Ethernet.
B. Throughput Evaluation of (2, 1) by Test Bed
To examine the performance of (2, 1) to which TRASS is applied, (1, 1), (2, 2) , and (2, 1) to which RR is applied are compared. The results are depicted in Fig. 10 .
The throughput of 2C1R-TRASS, which implies TRASS applied to (2, 1), can achieve 14.8 Mb/s. 2C1R-RR, which implies RR applied to (2, 1), reaches its maximum, i.e., 16.2 Mb/s, at 240 ms. When the staying period is short, the switching overhead degrades the throughput. When its staying period exceeds 240 ms, buffer overflow occurs. TRASS reaches 91% of the above maximum all the time.
Three possible extended configurations of (1, 1) are all examined to obtain the maximum throughput. In 1C1R, MPP1 and MPP2 can only sense MP1 and MP2, respectively. The hidden-terminal problem might occur. 1C1R-RTS means that the RTS/CTS [1] is applied to 1C1R to avoid hidden terminals. In 1C1R-FC, all devices reside in the same collision domain, and no hidden terminal exists. In our experimental result, 1C1R-FC has better performance due to at most two concurrent transmissions in either 1C1R or 1C1R-RTS. The gain of concurrent transmissions is limited and cannot overcome the overheads of RTS/CTS and the hidden-terminal problem. The performance of the 2C1R-TRASS is nearly twice as high as 1C1R-FC, because the available channel resource of (2, 1) is twice as (1, 1) . Furthermore, the hidden-terminal problem at the switch point is alleviated by separating MP1 and MP2 into different channels. The experimental results demonstrate the improvement of (2, 1), which is contributed by multiple channels that eliminate the cochannel interference.
A comparison with 2C2R shows that the throughput of 2C1R-TRASS exceeds half of 2C2R. One observation is that a burst of traffic appears when the switch point arrives at a new channel. The burst of traffic results from the buffered data at the intermediate MP. The intermediate MP can pass the buffered data through the forwarding procedure, which is potentially a bottleneck when the switch point stays in the other channel. After the switch point returns to the channel, the intermediate MP may directly transmit the buffered data and enhances the utilization of the radio. Fig. 11(a) exhibits the maximum throughput per path over the extended topologies. Fig. 11(b) shows the throughput improvement normalized by (1, 1) over large-scale topologies. In Fig. 11(a) , the throughput significantly decreases when the ra- dios are fewer than the channels due to the reduced capacity of the switch point. Similarly, Fig. 11(b) shows that the throughput improvement is limited by the number of radios. As a result, channel switching is unsuitable to deal with heavy traffic loads. However, the difference between the bold lines in Fig. 11(a) shows that a single radio with channel switching enhances 2.27 Mb/s, because traffic can be dispersed into different channels to reduce the interference.
C. Throughput of (M, N) by Simulation
Moreover, (3, 2) and (3, 1), which achieve 69.8% and 39.7%, respectively, of the throughput of (3, 3) shows that TRASS fully utilizes the radios and notably enhances the throughput. Fig. 11 (b) also exhibits significant throughput improvement over the multichannel scenarios, because the cochannel interference is more serious in such a large-scale topology than the chain topologies. The large-scale topology includes 256 MPs equipped with up to eight radios that switch among at most eight channels. Even equipped with a single radio at each MP, the bold line shows that the throughput reaches twice the singlechannel scenario. Fig. 12 gives a comparison of the maximum throughput between TRASS and the optimal solution.
The optimal solution is regarded as the RR that operates at the optimal interval obtained by extensive experiments. TRASS approximates the optimal solution well. The result shows that the gap slowly increases with the number of radios, because the error of estimation is insignificant.
D. Performance Comparisons of Channel-Switching Algorithms
To investigate channel-switching algorithms, the experiments for observing the adaptation to different traffic loads are examined. The packet loss ratios and the occupied channel time are evaluated through the experiments on the test bed. On the other hand, we investigate the time percentage of radio usage by the simulations, which are based on the same configuration of the test bed. For ease and accuracy of controlling traffic generation, the traffic sources stay in different channels and generate traffic to a switch point through a direct link. In the experiment topology, the switch point acts as an MAP. The other two devices act as a STA and an MP, respectively. The STA and the MP stay in different channels and generate different traffic loads to the MAP by the Linux socket programs. The developed server program that runs on the MAP includes a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) echo server and a receiver of User Datagram Protocol (UDP) data streams. On the other hand, the developed client program that runs on the STA and the MP could generate both TCP and UDP data streams of random packet sizes and control packet generation rates by a configurable random back-off window.
The three algorithms-RR, MNAS, and TRASS-are investigated as follows. RR manipulates radios switching among channels in sequence with a fixed staying period. To compare with TRASS, MNAS as proposed in [19] is examined, but the parameter values of MNAS are based on our system and the test bed. MNAS manipulates radios switching among channels in a sequence with a fixed switching cycle. The switching cycle is divided into M slots whose lengths are in proportion to the observed number of frames in each channel during the last switching cycle. All the examined algorithms use our notification mechanisms of TRASS. To verify the effectiveness of the notification mechanisms, RR without the notification mechanisms (Pure-RR) is also examined. The experimental parameters are summarized in Table III. In the experiment of packet loss, each client on the STA or the MP generates best effort UDP data streams to the server on the MAP. The packet loss ratio of each algorithm is shown in Fig. 13 .
The packet loss ratio of Pure-RR is close to 50%, because the MAP switches at a fixed interval. Half of the packets might be lost due to half of the time in unattended channels. However, a few packet losses still occur, even when the notification mechanisms are applied. Because the hardware queue on RTL8186 cannot be controlled by the notification mechanisms, certain frames that are queued up by the hardware might be transmitted in incorrect channels. Another notable phenomenon is that the packet loss ratio of RR and MNAS becomes higher as the packet generation rate increases. The packet loss occurs due to buffer overflow. The buffer overflow of TRASS is much less than the other algorithms, because TRASS selects the channel with the highest radio utilization to reduce buffer overflow and estimates the staying period without the constraints such as a fixed switching cycle. Both RR and MNAS have a fixed switching cycle. RR wastes resources on the channels with little traffic. Moreover, TRASS takes the buffered data into account. This condition is important to correctly estimate the staying duration, particularly during heavy loads, which introduce a significant amount of buffered data.
In the experiment of occupied channel time, each client generates the same volume of TCP traffic to the server for each algorithm. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 14 .
The occupied channel time of Pure-RR is much higher than the other algorithms. Because frame losses result in retransmissions, the available channel time is wasted by retransmissions. Furthermore, the occupied channel time of the algorithms with the notification mechanisms is very close. One observation is that no packet loss is caused by buffer overflow when the ratio of packet generation rates is high. Because the TCP congestion control reduces the transmission rate, buffer overflow is lessened, and the occupied channel time does not increase. Fig. 15 illustrates the distribution of radio resources in terms of time percentages of switching overhead, idle time, and radio utilization by applying different algorithms.
Because both RR and MNAS schedule channels every fixed cycle, the switching overhead is independent of the traffic loads and retains a fixed percentage. On the other hand, TRASS frequently switches when the traffic load is low, whereas the switching overheads are acceptable. On the other hand, TRASS reduces the switching overheads by allocating long staying periods for serving heavy traffic workloads. This figure also shows that TRASS can achieve higher radio utilization than RR and MNAS.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a low-cost solution through channel switching to utilize multiple channels in a WMN, particularly for IEEE 802.11s. The proposed method called TRASS reuses the existing IEEE 802.11 mechanisms to avoid packet loss during channel switching. On the other hand, the TRASS algorithm manages channel switching to raise radio utilization according to traffic loads. TRASS selects the next channel with the highest radio utilization. Then, it estimates the staying period based on the target channel utilization to improve (T Self (i, j) + T Others (i, j))/T Stay In (i, j) .
The experimental results show that TRASS highly adapts to traffic loads of channels. The buffer overflow is decreased, and T Self (i, j)/T Stay In (i, j) is increased. To investigate channel switching, the two-channel single-radio configuration is examined on the test bed. TRASS improves the throughput by 75% over the single-channel WMN. Furthermore, the capacity of the generic multichannel multiradio scenarios is evaluated through simulations. The simulation results exhibit that channel switching significantly enhances throughput by minimizing the cochannel interference. The simulations also provide a reference to vendors in designing products and deploying the WMN.
Further issues of channel switching in a multichannel WMN deserve future research. A lightweight coordination protocol between switch points, e.g., message-passing coordination mechanisms, will be considered in our next mesh system design. Coordinating switch points could eliminate cochannel interference and realize the dynamic channel assignment. Moreover, the routing and the channel switching could jointly be considered and optimized, and we will consider this improvement in our future work. Because traffic distribution may highly affect the performance of channel-switching algorithms, further analytical modeling and optimization are needed. Among these approaches, dynamic parameter tuning according to traffic distributions could further be investigated. Ways of minimizing the probability of the deafness problem in the unsynchronized channel switching also deserve further research.
